Myoelectric response of the human triceps brachii to displacement-controlled oscillations of the forearm.
The dynamic relations between the surface myoelectric activity in tonically contracting triceps brachii and the forearm rotation (proportional to triceps stretch) were measured by imposing small, sinusoidal, displacement-controlled perturbations on the forearm position. Three normal, adult, male subjects participated in these experiments. The amplitude of the forearm rotation, the driving frequency, and the tonic contraction level were all carefully regulated. The mean rectified triceps EMG (the output) showed a strong harmonic at the driving frequency, and the frequency-response characteristics were computed directly by comparing the amplitude and phase of this harmonic to that of the forearm flexion angle (the input). The (electrical) reflex gain is defined as the amplitude ratio of output to input. The system response was measured from 2 to 18 Hz, at two tonic contraction levels and two forearm rotation amplitudes, about a mean position of 90 degrees forearm flexion. The results show clearly that the system response is nonlinear: the reflex gain decreases with forearm rotation amplitude. (This gain also increases with tonic contraction level for sufficiently low values of the latter variable.) The measured frequency-response characteristics of the system can be modeled approximately as a second-order linear lead filter with a single time delay, followed by a saturating nonlinearity. Both model-independent estimates and least-squares model fitting, yielded values of the time delay of the order of 25 ms, suggesting that a segmental mechanism mediates reflex activity. Simplified calculations and limited measurements are presented to show that a nonlinear system of the type we have identified with constant displacement driving may appear linear under constant torque driving. Our directly-measured frequency-response characteristics differ from those reported by investigators employing random, rather than periodic, driving; possible reasons for these apparent discrepancies are discussed.